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TENNIS COURT UPDATE 
Construction has begun on the Tennis Court Renovation Project.  The Don Chapin 
company has brought their tractors in and have removed the old tennis court surface.  
In doing so, it was discovered that the soil beneath the base rock was very saturated 
from this winter’s rainfall.   
 
At this point, the work has been put on delay in order to allow the soil to dry out.  This 
could take up to a month.   While we are waiting for the soil to dry out, Don Chapin will 
provide the Board with a few options to resolve future soil saturation once the new court 
surface has been installed. 
 
For those homeowners with driveways off of private drives on Arrowleaf, Clover and 
Sandbur, work will continue with the re-paving of those private drives.  Completion of 
the private drive projects should be within the next few weeks.  If there are any ques-
tions, please contact Al Brekke at 633-2983. 

The swimming pool is being enjoyed by many homeowners this season.  With many people us-
ing the facility, please keep the following in mind as a courtesy to others: 
• The life rings are there for everyone’s safety:  Please do not allow your children or others to 

play with them or remove the rope and use the rings as flotation devices.  In the event they 
are needed to save a life they need to be available and functional. 

• The gates automatically lock at closing time (time is posted on all gates).   Do not prop any 
of the gates open to continue using the swimming pool after the posted closing time.  If the 
gate happens to lock while you are in the pool, you will be locked in.   

• Do not let anyone you don’t know into the pool facility that does not have a card with them 
or you will be responsible for their actions.  Although it may seem like a nice thing to do, if 
that person you let in causes damage by their actions, you will be held liable. 

POOL FACILITY REMINDERS 
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OAKHILLS HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION Board of Directors 

We’re on the Web! 

www.oakhillshoa.org 

 

   INSIDE SHADING 

www.insideshading.com 

Complete Shop-At-Home Service for 

Quality Window Treatments at affordable prices 

Call for an appointment 

 

Phone:  (831) 633-5998  JoAnn F. Reiter 


